Outcomes predicted by phosphorous in chronic kidney disease: a retrospective CKD-inception cohort study.
The impact of secondary hyperparathyroidism on morbidity and mortality among patients with chronic kidney disease (CKD) is unclear. We conducted a retrospective cohort study to investigate the relationship between CKD and serum phosphorous. Through clinical databases at a large health maintenance organization, we identified a dynamic CKD inception cohort between 1997 and 2004, with stage 3-5 kidney disease with subsequent phosphorous measurement; the patients were followed up for up to 5 years for outcomes of mortality, cardiovascular mortality, cardiovascular hospitalizations and renal replacement therapy (RRT; dialysis or transplant). Survival analysis with time-varying covariables for phosphorous and renal function estimated the relationship between phosphorous level and outcomes, adjusting for potential confounding variables. A total of 930 patients with complete data were included in our analysis; they had a higher disease burden than excluded patients. Phosphorous did not predict overall or cardiovascular mortality, or cardiovascular hospitalizations. The rate of RRT increased significantly with the level of phosphorous, even when controlling for renal function. Contrary to some previous reports, we did not find evidence of increased mortality with phosphorous, but did find that increased levels of phosphorous are related to excess rates of RRT. Our work does not suggest that controlling phosphorous will lower the risk of RRT; our work motivates randomized controlled trials to investigate the clinical value of such interventions.